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1. Introduction
There has been a recent wave of interest [2,4,5,13]
in proving the correctness of Schorr and Waite’s [lo]
algorithm for making all the nodes in a directed graph
that are accessible from a given node (see also 171). In
this paper we show how, by developing that algorithm
in a systematic manner (along the lines of [8]) from
the standard depth-first search paradigm (see, for
example, [ 12]), a simple proof of correctness follows
naturally.

2. First version
Given a finite directed (not necessarily strongly
connected) graph G, the goal is to set an ‘active’ bit
a(v) to true for those nodes v in G that are accessible
from some given’ node p. It is assumed that initially
a(v) is false for all v E G. Each node v has a given outdegree d(v) with pointers G,(v), G,(v), . . . . Gd~,,~(v) to
neighboring nodes.
The following recursive program accomplishes that
task by performing a depth-first search of the graph:
calI Mark(p)
procedure Mark(v):
if 1 a(v)
then a(v) := true
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for c := 1 to d(v)
do call MarkeG,(
od
fi
The program marks the nodes accessible front p CIY
first marking p and then recursively calling the
marking program for each of the neighbors of p.
TO prove that this recursive program is correct,
four things must be shown:
(a) e:cecuting the program leaves the structure of
the graph G unchanged;
(b> only nodes accessible from p are activated;
(c) the program terminates;
(d) upon termination, all nodes ac!:essible from p
are active.
That (a) G is unchanged is obvious from the fact
that the program contains no assignment to pointers
in G. By induction on the computation it can be seen
that (F: Mark is only called for accessible nodes: The
argumt. + p of the initial call is accessible. Furthcrmore, assuming that Mark(v) is called for an accessible
node v, then the calls Mark(G,(v)) are to the like-wise
accessible neighbors of v.
The termination property (c) is proved by structural induction ([ 11) on the number of unactivated
nodes in G: Since in executing Mark(v) one previousI!
inactive node in G, vim. v, is activated before calling
Mark(G,(v)), the inductive hypothesis asserts that
each such call to Mark for a neighbor of v will termis
nate. Since Mark(v) calls Mark(G,(v)) only a finite
number of times, M:rk(v) must terminate as m;‘ell.
Lastly, the following line of reasonin!: demonstrates that (d) all accessible nodes are activated:
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clearly, the program never deactivates a node. Thus,
after any execution of Mark(v), v must be active.
Now, since all nodes are initially inactive, if upon termination a(v) holds for any node v, then it must be on
accwnt of the assignment a(v) := true, after which the
fo&zrp was executed and consequently a(G,(v))
must also hold for all the neighbors G,(v), 1 < c <
d(v)., of V. In pal trcular, a(p) holds upon termination
ok Mark(p); it follows (by induction on the length of
an access path) that a(v) holds for all nodes v accessible from p.

2, lntermedbte venion
/IS is well known, the underlying idea of the
Schorr-Waite algorithm is to stack the arguments of
the recursiveca!ls within the graph G itself. The value
of the loop counter c for a call Mark(v) is stored in a
field c(v) that can take on values from 1 to d(v) + 1.
(‘Tlxse c(v)2 could be placed on a stack, or stored
within the node&.) Let u point to the head of the
stack of arguments; the continuation of the stack from
a node v is stored in the c(v)‘~ pointer from v.
We are led to the program:
(u, v) := (null, p)
cat1Mark
procedureMark:
if lalv)
then a(v) := true
F-r c(v) := 1 to d(v)
do@, u, G&v)) := (G,(,)(v), v, u)
calI Mark
(G,(u) (u), v, u) := (v, u, G,(,)(u))
od
fi
Whatwere implicit assignments v :.=p and v := G,(V)
in the calls of the first version are now explicit. The
stdtck u is set initially to some unique ‘null’ pointer
(actually the initial value of u does not affect the computation); before the recursive call, the node v is
added to the top of the stack u and the cth pointer
from I’, G,t$i !vJ. is made to point to what was the top
of the stack.
The proof i>fthe correctness of this program is the
Same as that of the prevrous version except that to
prove that the structure is unchanged, that hypothesis
142
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is combined with termination in the inductive argument: One may assume that the recursive call to Mark
returns with the values of u, v, and G as they were
before the call. Also, the counter c(v) is unaffected by
the recursive call, since Mark can never be called again
with v inactive. Thus, one need only verify that the
effect of the multiple assignment

is undone by the subsequent tissignment

G(u) (u),v,u) := (v, u, G(u)(UN.
But that is easy to see, e.g. the original value of u was
in fact stored in what was G+,)(v) and is now
Gc(u)(u).

3. Final version
In this section we derive a somewhat more efficient
marking algorithm from the previous version by a
series of program transformations. Each transformation is ‘correctness-preserving’ in that the transformed
program is guaranteed to be correct if the untransformed program was. (See, for example, [3] for methods of demonstrating this property.)
As a first step, note that in the event that Mark is
called for an active node, that call is essentially vacuous and all the stacking before the call and unstacking
after are superfluous. This suggests separating out that
case by replacing the body of the for-loop with

G,(v)(v)
140

t :=

if

then (v, u, Qv) (4) := 0, v,4
call Mark
(G,(u) (4 v, u) := (v, u, G,(,) (u))
fi
With this change. Mark can never be called for an
active node. Therefore, that test at the beginning of
Mark may be eliminated. (Similarly, if the node has no
outgoing edges, then the call does no more than set
the active bit, and that case, tzrr, could have been
separated out .)
Finally, one may remove the recursion from the
program and replace it with two goto’s in the standard manner. To detect the return from the outermost call, one need only test for a null stack. Thus,
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our final marking algorithm is:
(u, v) := (null, p)
Mark:
a(v) := true
for c(v) := 1 to d(v)
dot := G,(,)(v)
if 1 a(t)

then (v, u, Gc(,,)(v)) := (t , v, u 1
goto Mark
cont’d :
(G,(u) (4, v, 4 := (v* uv G(u) 6-O)
fi

od
if u # null then goto cont’d fi

This ‘final’ version can be further modified accord
ing to one’s particular needs and tastes. It can, for
example, be adapted to the case where all nodes Irave
outdegree zero or two (as in LISP) by unwinding the
for-loop.

4. Conclusion
We have shown how the sophisticated SchorrWaite marking algorithm may be developed from a
straightforward depth-first marking algorithm by a
short sequence of relatively simple modifications.
Other (more or less detailed) derivations of this or
related algorithms are pursued in [6,9,11]; some of
those references go on to develop more involved algorithms.
We have also seen how the correctness of the last
version follows without difficulty from the (virtually
obvious) correctness of the original version. Developing the program in steps has made it easier, in our
view, to understand and validate the final result.
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